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General Introduction and Content Overview
The current report represents chapter II of a multi-chapter document, which is continuously updated with
the latest findings of task (T) 4.1: Knowledge Synthesis of work package (WP) 4: Interaction Design of the
CityStory project. The central challenge of this WP is to understand how physical interaction components
(e.g. installations in the city, mobile units) can be intertwined with digital interfaces (e.g. smartphones,
public displays). The results documented in this report will further serve as input to inform the ongoing
research  activities of WP2 and WP3 and will be evaluated within WP5.
This particular chapter contains the findings of all research activities, carried out in between January 2020
(M05) and May 2020 (M09). It builds on the data set of chapter I and presents an updated version of the
previously acquired public engagement framework. Furthermore, it proposes an encompassing
placemaking  interface stakeholder relationship model, that describes how the investigated interfaces
encouraged or  resisted true bidirectional dialogues amongst all involved stakeholders. Finally, it discusses
their power  relationships and provides a list of critical considerations of how to design more democratic
interfaces, that  facilitate placemaking in transparent and accountable ways between all the stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT
Public interfaces are proposed to facilitate placemaking by stimulating opportunistic interactions between
different stakeholders. Although these interfaces promote a participatory ideology, not all involved
stakeholders are actively engaged, nor made aware of the powers and biases that they introduce in the
participation process. By carefully deconstructing the interaction modalities, media typologies and
stakeholder relationships of about 32 distinct public interface projects, this narrative review describes how
they encouraged true bidirectional dialogues to take place between all involved stakeholders. We thus
propose an encompassing placemaking interface stakeholder relationship model, through which we
distinguish three types of public engagement that differ by how they empowered participants to shape the
debate. Finally, we discuss how placemaking interfaces are often fully controlled by rather covert
gatekeepers with technological motivations, how their content medium typologies resist more qualitative
participant feedback, and how future advancements can more directly integrate the democratic goals of
placemaking.

1 Introduction
Placemaking initiatives often make use of public engagement methods to bring people together around
shared activities in order to recognize local opportunities and critically reflect on community challenges.
More traditional approaches consider placemaking to be part of a rather administrative strategy, in which
decision makers initiate public meetings to gain insights of views, opinions and ideas from local
communities [17]. Public interfaces have become ubiquitous in our modern city landscape. Next to
displaying advertising [23]
or mundane types of information like time schedules [35], they are now being experimented with to help
solving various civic concerns [11], ranging from responsible energy consumption [39], over social
cohesion [22] to participation in urban planning [3]. Instead of passively providing citizens access to
information, new types of public interfaces, that are also often described as pop-up urbanism, tactical
urbanism, DIY urbanism, guerrilla urbanism, temporary urbanism, or insurgent urbanism are promised to
support the facilitation of placemaking [13], i.e. the activities that transform community narratives to build
more inclusive, participatory, and democratic communities [36]. In this study, we thus coin the term
‘placemaking interface’ to denote and classify public interfaces that intends to empower different
stakeholders to publicly communicate their needs and desires [19, 23, 32, 33, 41], or to enable
self-organization towards positive social change [17, 24]. This is often achieved by situating interactive
communication interfaces at times and places where it is immediately relevant [3], rendering conventional
and often time consuming procedures in simpler and more accessible ways [33] or utilising the perceived
hedonics of an interface or interaction modality to spark the curiosity of passers-by [12, 32, 38]. As a
result, placemaking interfaces aim to provide participants with different levels of agency. A polling
interface that allows passers-by to push a button as a response to a multiple-choice question for instance,
affords many simple and immediate participations, yet limits the complexity of how opinions or needs can
be expressed. A text- or video-based system in contrast, might require more time and effort to engage with,
but also provides more expressive freedom to potentially help shape a public debate.
Past public interface research has initially started from solving fundamental usability issues, such as by
describing the honeypot effect [43] or display blindness [26], and has moved on towards more sophisticated
and multifaceted design considerations that target more physical and social implications for public
interaction [34], external factors that impact engagement [25] and improved interaction modalities [16]. As
most researchers focus on capturing the impact aspect are external of the interface, and despite the
intention to support collaborative placemaking, we believe that the design, maintenance, and supervision
of most placemaking interfaces, still resides with a central, and therefore authoritative entity [44]. This
demonstrates the gap between the ownership of achievement and the ownership of technology [24]: while
citizens are technically able to respond to predefined content, they do not necessarily have control over
how their contributions are used. This inequality potentially causes participants to doubt the ability of an
interface to
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have an impact on the community [33]. Motivated to push forward more inclusive citizen participation
processes, different frameworks and taxonomies [13, 24] have been proposed to advocate a “middle out”
approach that ultimately aims to integrate objectives from top-down decision makers, such as
administrative officials, with the bottom-up initiatives of everyday citizens. While these frameworks are
certainly relevant to clarify the importance of such collaborations, they do not yet capture the complex
interplays of decision making that underlie most placemaking interfaces, such as how citizens are called to
action, which of their reactions are selected, curated, redistributed to inform them, and ultimately, how
these reactions are used to  influence decisions.
With this study, we aim to better understand how these different stakeholders engage with each other to
initiate, sustain and reflect upon the public debates via the use of placemaking interfaces. To unveil these
relationships, we conducted a narrative literature review of academic publications that described the actual
deployment of one or more placemaking interfaces. We coded their descriptions to identify the exact
infrastructural concepts, methods and tools that were intended to facilitate placemaking, as well as all the
stakeholders that were involved and their roles. By aggregating and grouping these aspects, we are able to
synthesize a comprehensive relational model of how these infrastructural means are meant to encourage or
resist interactions between all stakeholders. By then applying this model to current practices, we identified
three distinct placemaking interface typesthat differ by how they empowered participants to shape the
debate: Reflection interfaces intend to prompt citizens to reflect on a specific topic and steer public debate;
Communication interfaces intend to provide a platform for citizens to connect and exchange ideas or
discuss  topics of interest; while inquiry interfaces specifically aim to consult the public. Finally, we discuss
a set of  critical considerations in which we propose how the often covert gatekeeping powers should
become more  distributed in transparent and accountable ways between all the stakeholders; how
placemaking interfaces  should target more challenging participation contexts rather than technological
motives; how their media  typologies resist more qualitative types of feedback; and how future
advancements could make placemaking  interfaces more truly democratic.

2 Methodology
This narrative review is based on a convenience sample of exemplary academic publications by querying
relevant online databases. In our search, we focused particularly on publications which: 1) transparently
reported on the design and/or deployment of at least one digital or tangible interface, situated in urban
space; which 2) allowed different stakeholders to create and share information with one another; with 3)
the intention to initiate some kind of placemaking activity. Based on these goals, our queries were defined
by combinations of terms like “urban participation”, “citizen participation”, “placemaking”, “public
interfaces” and “public displays”. Naturally, we analysed the reference lists of already selected papers to
source additional works that matched our selection criteria. As some publications report on multiple types
of placemaking devices, our sample consists of 26 academic publications that describe a total of 32
different public interfaces. Most publications originate from conferences related to human-computer
interaction (i.e. CHI and DIS), although some were published at journals from other disciplines, such as
the Journal of the Mobile Digital Commons Network and Urban Forestry & Urban Greening. As we do not
position this study as a systematic review, our conclusions should not be generalized outside of the current
research tendencies in the field of human-computer interaction in general, and public display research in
particular. Despite their probable disinterest in innovating technological interfaces, other relevant
movements might exist in both practice as academic research, particularly when we would take into
account the increasing interest in facilitating placemaking from academic disciplines such as social and
urban studies, social geography, arts or design-based studies, as well as community-based, place-based and
participatory (design) research, and  many others.
In the next step, we analysed each paper’s textual and visual descriptions to dismantle its mentioned
placemaking interfaces into their discernible technical elements (e.g. input and feedback devices,
databases), the functionalities they afforded (e.g. contributing or responding to content by casting a vote,
creating text or recording audio-visual material), and estimated all the informational flows between the
stakeholders (e.g.
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negotiating, inquiring or moderating content). We then mapped these relationships in a schematic diagram,
noting how each functionality generated, stored, filtered or displayed information, and how each
stakeholder has a certain level of control over it. By consistently abstracting the power relationships of
each interface, we were able to benchmark, overlap, and group them in terms of three distinct typologies of
placemaking interfaces. All projects within each interface type where then internally compared in order to
map out their core characterising aspects. Finally, we synthesised our reflections and understandings that
arose during this  iterative process into a set of critical considerations.

3 Placemaking Interface Stakeholder Relationship Model

3.1 Analysis
Table 1 overviews the 26 reviewed publications and their respective 32 placemaking interfaces, which we
divided into two distinct approaches: Data-based placemaking interfaces are designed to generate and/or
visualize quantitative data, such as automated sensor readings [12, 39] or multiple choice polling results
collected through touch displays [17], tangible interfaces [7, 8, 22, 33, 41] and motion capturing [38].
Narrative-based placemaking interfaces enable the direct authoring of a narrative, which typically is a
more orchestrated plot of distinct pieces of data, often in the form of text submission through personal
computing devices [14, 23, 32], tangible interfaces [10, 19, 21, 40] or the creation of video [15] and photo
[27] content through place-based recording devices. Notably, these two categories are not necessarily
mutually exclusive, as a narrative can also emerge when stakeholders come together to debate over
(displayed) data. This might happen for instance on-site, when people collaboratively engage with an
intervention [5, 22] or during public meetings where gathered data is discussed [41].

3.2 The Model
Figure 1 illustrates all the stakeholders and infrastructural means that were identified. The model
demonstrates how each power relationship originates from the (diagonally aligned) decision maker or a
participant. Often covertly present, however, sits the Gatekeeper: the party that mediates between both
aforementioned parties, often because they are insufficiently technologically skilled to actually operate or
maintain a placemaking interface. The encompassing model expresses our assumption that each
stakeholder should have the inherent right and ability to directly create or convey content, which in turn
might be used as a call-to-action to encourage others to contribute their own content, i.e. a response to a
call-to-action. To enable this type of participative feedback loop, all content must be first generated on
what is called a “creation interface”, before it can be conveyed to others as a call-to-action (e.g. an invite
to contribute content) or a response (e.g. a data visualisation or narrative) on what is called a “feedback
interface”. While the creation and feedback interface often co-exist in the same interface, they are drawn
separately in the model to better reflect their conceptual distance as well as the practices that deliberately
separated them.
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Table 1: Overview of reviewed works, input/output mediums and interface types
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Figure 1: The Placemaking Interface Stakeholder Relationship model. Note: creation and feedback
interfaces  are visually separated, depending on the system, they might as well be included in one single
interface.

3.3 Stakeholders
Decision Makers are comprised of authorities in certain positions of power, usually represented by
governmental agencies or private companies who engage with placemaking in a top-down manner. These
parties often set the context or fund a placemaking interface, yet they do not necessarily take part in its
active deployment. The reviewed publications reported on a total of 17 interfaces that directly involved
decision makers during the design process, mainly by describing their motivations to partake: city councils
deployed placemaking interfaces as attractions during major participation events [15, 40]; urban planning
departments used situated interfaces to gather place-specific feedback from citizens [32, 42]; local elected
officials used polling devices to involve citizens in democratic decision making [33]; a design studio
provided an interactive interface to engage participants in collaborative storytelling during a series of
events [31] and estate owners passed along a portable interface to involve residents in building more
cohesive communities [10]. Participants refer to the citizens or citizen organizations that engage with
placemaking in a bottom-up manner. These include people who actively engage with an interface by e.g.
contributing content in form of a narrative or data; as well as those who just ‘lurk’, by consuming its
content without actually actively contributing [1]. As a special subcategory of participants, Supporters
assist during the deployment of a placemaking interface, without yet having any control over it. For
instance, neighbourhood champions were meant to boost participation within their community [9], hired
performers demonstrated functionality to trigger passers-by [43], artists rendered content more accessible
to the public [22], store owners hosted technology and served as contact for the public [33] and moderators
provided additional meaning by  facilitating discussions and engagement [12, 40].
While the active involvement of supporters was only mentioned in 7 of all reviewed interface designs, this
does not necessarily mean that they were not more prevalent but might have been considered to be obvious
or irrelevant to report about. The term Gatekeeper is borrowed from the Social Sciences, where it is used
to
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describe an individual or collective actor who is in a position to control access to resources and rewards
that are relevant in a particular social system [18]. A Gatekeeper is thus the entity that is responsible for
actually deploying, managing and maintaining a placemaking interface. This responsibility typically
includes the facilitation of the call to action [7, 22], and moderating [2, 19] or filtering [32] the contributed
content of the participants, for which the gatekeeper often has to collaborate with the decision makers [15,
32, 33] or the participants themselves [9, 41, 44] to fully understand their intentions and needs to
implement them. While
we assume that gatekeepers are to different extends involved in each placemaking interface, we could only
identify them only in 18 out of the 32 cases that explicitly reported on their tasks within the participation
process other than only practically setting up the technology. Commonly gatekeeping is taken up by
academic  researchers or designers, who are intrinsically motivated to deploy the placemaking interface
from a more  technological curiosity [27, 38], also because they are the only readily available stakeholders
possessing the  necessary skills to access and facilitate the interface [32].

3.4 Interface Components
We propose that a placemaking interface typically consist of four distinct parts: two interactive, front-end
‘display’ elements, i.e. the creation and feedback interface; and two back-end storages that keep all the user
generated content, i.e. the call to action and its responses, so that the content can be queried, filtered and
moderated. Although the creation and feedback interfaces are often integrated within one physical
interface,  some interfaces deliberately spatially separated them so that participants could observe content
undisturbed,  while others simultaneously create it. For example, whereas a polling interface allowed
participants to cast a  vote and view results on the same device [7]; a video recording booth collected
contributions, while the  results were shown on a detached display [15].
As shown in Figure 2, a creation interface typically consists of two parts: the call-to-action forms the
formal invite for participation, such as a question that is sufficiently relevant or provocative to draw the
attention of potential participants and/or instructions of how to engage; whereas the interface itself enables
them to actually contribute content. The latter can be physical in form of tangible interaction elements
such as buttons [7, 33], keyboards [19, 21], cameras [27] or microphones [15] or digital as apps or online
forms that outsource authoring to personal computing devices [23, 32]. In some cases creation interfaces
are additionally supported by tangible props, particularly because they are believed to be more
inspirational and trigger for more  complex contributions [15].

Figure 2: Creation interfaces: A) CitySpeak’s [23] exploit participants phones to create text and displays it on a
separate screen B) PosterVote [41] hosts integrated buttons to collect participants votes, while the results are
presented verbally during community events C) Ubinion [19] uses the same interface to create a photo,
annotate  text and view previous contributions D) Visualizing Mill Road [22] uses a tangible interface, to collect
votes, that  are separately visualized as chalk graffities.

Figure 3 details how feedback interfaces allow participants to consume and reflect on content, such as
datasets, textual or audio-visual contributions created by other stakeholders. They are often manifested to
participants in the public realm through digital means, e.g. in the form of custom-made websites or apps
[14, 29], represented on popular social media platforms [19, 21, 32], as well as in the physical realm, in
form of digital displays [15, 19, 32], written notes [10], chalk graffities [22], physical signage [5, 40] or as
events, where contributions are verbally presented by a facilitator [41]. A well-designed feedback interface
also
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serves as a call-to-action, particularly because the act of physically engaging with an interface has been
shown to evoke interests of others (i.e. the honeypot effect [43]), which transforms someone’s contribution
into a call to action for others, potentially persuading them to interact as well [32].

Figure 3: Feedback interfaces: A) Street Infographics [5] augments previously collected demographic data on
street signs, B) Discussions In Space [32] displays real-time contributions, submitted by participants via SMS,
C)  Climate On The Wall [15] uses the same “display” for participants to contribute and reflect on content, D)
Visualizing Mill Road [22] displays previously collected polling data on streets.

A Storage accumulates either data or user-generated content automatically [12, 39] or opportunistically
over the course of a deployment. A placemaking interface storage facility typically consist of a traditional
database that is stored on a local or wirelessly networked machine. Yet notably, contributions can be
represented physically, such as through public notice boards [40], photos and notes [10] or tangible
prototypes created in co-design sessions [2, 3]. As hand-crafted artefacts “store” the meaning of a
contribution, the storage becomes somewhat synonymous with the feedback interface, as the content is
physically embodied through the medium itself. A Filter denotes the process or mechanism of revising
content, i.e. by excluding unwanted contributions from being shown publicly as well as moderation tasks,
such as sorting content by relevance.
Filters are usually—yet not necessarily—deployed before the content is presented to other participants, as
to prevent offensive or off-topic messages from the participants. Filtering has been typically carried out
manually by gatekeepers [32] or decision makers [19], yet can also be automated in form of filtering
algorithms [23], or outsourced to popular social media platforms like Twitter [21], as these provide
powerful,  already built-in censuring functionalities.

4 Interface Types
We identified three distinct placemaking interface typologies by distinguishing the differing levels of
agency participants have to influence the initiated citizen participation. A detailed overview of the criteria
that  determine each of these typologies and the reviewed interfaces is shown in Table 1.

4.1 Reflection Interfaces
As shown in Figure 4A, reflection interfaces attempt a ‘top-down’ approach to placemaking, in which
decision makers present information to participants to trigger reflection and steer public debate (Figure
4B). Both decision makers and gatekeepers have full control over the process, as they choose what is
displayed, which is often a stream of external data, such as sensor readings from smart metering systems
[39], open data from local councils [5] or data that has been previously collected by polling citizens [22].
Its most important distinguishing factor is the absence of a feedback loop, as participants can only
consume, and not react to the content that is shown. Consequently, participants can only debate the
implications of the content face to face, during collective encounters with other participants [22], when
sharing their memory with friends or family after their observation [5] or during conversations [12] or
follow up interviews [5, 22] with decision makers or gatekeepers.
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Figure 4: A) Reflection Interfaces enable top down stakeholders to present content to trigger reflection.
Participants observe content but cannot share reflections through the interface. B) Flora Luma [12]
senses  electrical activities of plants, translating it to colourful lights to foster respectful multispecies
coexistence.

4.2 Communication Interfaces
Communication interfaces aim to facilitate public debate by empowering participants to exchange ideas
and concerns with one another. In other words, they allow participants to contribute and disseminate their
‘own’ content. These interfaces accomplish communication either in a one-directional way (Figure 5 A),
allowing participants to contribute content by themselves(Figure 6A); or in a bi-directional way (Figure 5
B), offering  participants to react to this previously generated content (Figure 6B).

Figure 5: subcategories of Communication Interfaces: A) one-directional allows participants to contribute
and  show content, while B) bi-directional allows participants to respond to previously contributed content.

Interfaces of this type are found to be exclusively initiated by gatekeepers, such as researchers or social
entrepreneurs, often sharing the goal to support citizens in reclaiming public space [23]. Therefore, they
usually utilize technological infrastructures that are either already available, such as permanently installed
public displays [23, 32]; or are cheaply created, such as by using location-based QR codes linking users to
microblogs [14] or public noticeboards from lightweight materials [40]. While the interfaces form the
technological means with which content is created, the actual topics of the content either remain free to
choose, or are predefined within broader societal themes such as sustainability [15] or urban foraging [29].
While the content is sometimes filtered by a gatekeeper [23], in most cases participants are able to
determine
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what content is shown [10, 27, 44] by directly publishing their
contributions to a feedback interface without  the need of external
filtering.

Figure 6: A) Open Window [44] allows participants to create and display personalized messages to passers-by
in  their neighbourhood. B) City Speaks [23] offers bi-directional engagement by allowing participants to
create  messages and respond to previously created messages on public screens.

4.3 Inquiry Interfaces
The overall aim of inquiry interfaces is to make civic consultation processes more accessible by shifting the
approach from closed meetings to public events, with a strong emphasis on engaging those who normally
do not, or cannot, take part in public debate, such as the youth, time-poor or impassive individuals [32], or
marginalized groups [19, 32, 33]. As such, they are primarily designed to “poll” the public. As shown in
Figure 7, the content is always contributed in response to a certain call to action, such as a specific
question, which stakeholders can create through a dedicated creation interface [32] or in consultation with
a gatekeeper,  who then publishes the inquiry [33].

Figure 7: subcategories of Inquiry Interfaces: A) official inquiries are administered by decision makers
and  gatekeepers only, while B) open inquiries allow all stakeholder groups to poll the public.

A ‘closed’ feedback loop is created when the reactions from the participants are then becoming publicly
displayed on a feedback interface. This type affords official inquiries (Figure 7A), where only selected
individuals, such as decision makers or gatekeepers, have the authority to define the calls to action (Figure
8A); in contrast to open inquiries (Figure 7B), where everyone is empowered to initiate a call to action
(Figure 8B). Tangible inquiries form an exception in which the content is expressed through physical
artefacts and prototypes (Figure 8C), that describe future visions [20, 42] or personal insights [2, 10] of a
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specific place. Here, the unique imaginative and entertaining qualities of making are exploited to align
various collocated stakeholders to collaboratively design and discuss solutions in response to a given task.

Figure 8: A) Viewpoint [33] allows local elected officials to poll the public. B) Citizen Dialog Kit [7] is an
open  source toolkit, that enables participants to create personalized interfaces to poll the public. C)
Travelling  suitcases [10] offer participants means to physicalize personal stories into a collective narrative
by combining audio recording with annotated photos and written notes, for the creation of a community
based walking trail.

4.4 Differences in Participant Agency
Although placemaking is ultimately meant to create a complete, iterative feedback loop between all
stakeholders, most placemaking interfaces are focused on encouraging discussions between participants
foremost. While top-down stakeholders have immediate access to all the content, they seem not to take part
in the debate themselves. Instead, they seem only able to raise their ‘voice’ implicitly, such as via their
filtering and moderation actions. As such, placemaking interfaces bring forward a new boundary that
should be crossed, namely between those who ‘contribute’ content, and those ‘own’ and ‘control’ it.
Within this context, we recognize that the presented interface types afford at least three different types of
agency for the  participants to steer public debate:
Reflection interfaces do not provide any feedback mechanism. Instead, they allow information to flow
from top-down to bottom-up stakeholders in one direction. Much like how public advertising functions,
the indirect impact of these interfaces, such as the actual reflections or behavioural changes of the
participants it nudges, can only be indirectly captured. Instead, the real power of reflection interfaces sits
in informing participants in truly opportunistic and easily accepted ways, because they do not explicitly
expect any significant effort to use them. Despite their rather passive nature, reflection interfaces still have
the ability to acknowledge the existence of latent communities, much like how community displays, or
electronic bicycle counters promote particular behaviours by capturing and then publicly announcing
them.
Communication interfaces afford participants with more agency, as their technological infrastructure
allows them to contribute content by themselves. As such, we identified six interfaces that allowed
participants to communicate with each other within a closed feedback loop. Although bi-directional in
nature, the usage of feedback loops within communication interfaces is often limited by the inherent
motivation and ability of participants to physically return to its location to sustain the debate. The 7
remaining communication interfaces allowed only one-directional contributions, that similar to reflection
interfaces limited the debate to one individual’s opinion, yet left the power of contributing content with the
bottom-up stakeholders. Notably, only two interfaces also allowed gatekeepers to partake in the debate for
themselves, other than face  to face conversations or follow-up interviews.
Inquiry interfaces offer bi-directional information flows between participants and decision makers, even
when the role of participants keeps resolving around ‘responding’ to predefined calls-to-action. In 19
projects of this engagement type, the inquiry was exclusively determined by decision makers or
gatekeepers, while 4 also enabled participants to be part of this process. There were only 4 interfaces, that
enabled those making an inquiry to also react to the participant’s responses. This shows that, while the
actual participation dialog seems bi-directional, the call to action and feedback respectively works mostly
one-directional.
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5 Discussion

5.1 How Placemaking Interfaces are Controlled by Gatekeepers
Transparency. Providing participants with truly anonymous access to a public interface is argued to
empower a more inclusive audience and deliver more diverse and rich contributions [14]. Yet allowing
participants to contribute content anonymously requires some process of moderation or filtering to avoid
malicious or inappropriate content to become publicly broadcasted [28] and as such, promote a safe space
for participation [23]. Ranging from selecting a range of numerical sensor measurements that represent
local air pollution levels [4], to editing an audio-visualstory created by local community members [15],
moderating publicly relevant content in a representative way is not trivial and open for certain bias. Such
bias might even present itself unintentionally, such as when a gatekeeper only selects the gravest pollution
levels that have been measured to make a more persuasive case or cuts out scenes that seem boring yet
might carry particular local relevance. While such moderations might be arguable, there are currently no
mechanisms for sceptical participants to at least look up or argue about the existence of a filtering bias,
such by having direct and open  access to the source data in the content storages.
Responsibility. The gatekeeper’s main placemaking role is to filter and “middle out” the content between
the intentions from the decision makers and the aspirations from the participants, so that it conveys a
truthful and representative picture of the participation process. While one can easily accept that a
gatekeeper who is affiliated with the decision-makers or participants cannot necessarily be truly objective
to the filtering process, the motives of external parties who take over the gatekeeping role like researchers
might be less  obvious to estimate and interpret.
Accountability. Our model demonstrates that a placemaking interface requires gatekeepers to maintain,
update and ‘filter’ user-generated content. Yet we reveal that this task is often accomplished by one or more
people that are not necessarily explicitly identified nor acknowledged to all other stakeholders. While it is
known that passers-by estimate the ownership of a public intervention primarily through its location and
materiality [6], their perception of who determines the content is thus not always necessarily accurate.
Democratization. We argue that engaging participants in the filtering and moderation tasks could
additionally contribute to a general sense of ownership. Supporters, being trusted and easily reachable
persons who have some representative power of a community [37] seem to be the most obvious
stakeholders to fulfil gatekeeping tasks. Because of their close connections within their neighbourhood,
they can facilitate  the creation of content in ways that keep up the interest and motivation of a community
[9]. Yet the choice  of supporters must often be motivated by their willingness or ability to learn new
technical skills, rather than  their natural ability to represent certain communities and their concerns.
Considerations. The fact that time-consuming and financial development efforts were expended in order to
permit, plan, deploy and maintain a placemaking interface in the first place, should sufficiently demonstrate
that there is a certain underlying ‘agenda’ that is driven by certain stakeholders. In practice, this agenda is
mediated by the gatekeeper, perhaps the most powerful, but also the least visible, stakeholder behind any
placemaking interface. As the practice of public interfaces is maturing and becoming applied into more real
world situations, the mediating role, bias and influence of gatekeeping should be carefully considered. As
the apparent lack of transparency decreases the efficacy of public interactive systems [33], we propose that
the gatekeeper’s role should be better articulated and communicated towards and the public as well as in
future study descriptions, so that it could potentially be taken into account and benchmarked in literature
reviews.
Potentially achievable efforts in this direction could be comprised of: 1) clearly announcing the identity,
affiliation, contact details and responsibilities of the gatekeepers, enabling all stakeholders to estimate their
bias; 2) explicitly acknowledging the process of moderation, such as by clearly conveying how the shown
content only forms a sample of all the feedback that was submitted (in [23] for instance, inappropriate
comments were displayed as an encrypted order of letters); and 3) providing direct and open access to all
the user-generated content – even those that seems erroneous or of malicious intent, hereby enabling all
stakeholders to critically compare the content that is publicly shown with what was actually submitted. The
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community [24, 30]. We thus propose that this activity should also include content moderation and
filtering, by: 4) developing accessible tools that allow lay people to filter content for themselves, hereby
either distributing publishing rights directly to other stakeholders, or layering the moderation process with
a stage that allows stakeholders, i.e. both decision makers as participants, to “propose” what content
should ideally be published. More technologically-driven efforts could: 5) integrate semi-automated, yet
transparent and adaptable ways of gatekeeping that take into account the depolarisation of textual and
visual discourses; or 6) consider ‘mass-distributed’ ways of gatekeeping, such as by integrating proven
content mass-moderation mechanisms from contemporary social media applications like Twitter or
Instagram.

5.2 How Placemaking Interfaces are Technologically Motivated
Motivation. Despite that placemaking interfaces inherently intend to empower citizen participation, they
are often initiated and maintained in a top-down manner, i.e. by decision makers [32, 33] or gatekeeper [5,
22]. A decision-maker is obviously motivated to help make a placemaking activity succeed, and as such
might be interested in exploiting the unique opportunistic qualities of a public interface. However,
gatekeepers that are external to the inherent goals of the participation process, such as those with affiliation
to a research institution, might be driven by more utilitarian motives, such as to successfully test a
conceptual or technological innovation in an ecological valid setting. As such, many cases focused on how
participants engaged with a proposed technological probe, rather than considering why a specific polling
question had to be asked, how the local participation issue was important to that specific community or
how the feedback  was going to be used to address that issue.
Technical Ability. Possessing the authoritative and administrative rights to filter all storages, gatekeepers
are the only stakeholders with unrestrictive influence on the content moderation process. While moderation
rights could potentially be delegated downwards, filtering digital content often requires various technical
skills, particularly when the moderation interface is custom-made, and its functionalities do not rise above a
high-fidelity prototyping level. In addition, filtering contributions are time consuming and distracting when
accomplished manually [32].
Artificial Contexts. Our convenience sample suggests that few placemaking interfaces were deployed in
challenging locations, insofar that some were deployed within rather artificial contexts within or close by
universities (e.g. [32, 38]). This limitation might be best explained by the rather fragile character of an
experimental interface, as well as its practical requirement to be situated in a physical environment that
allows direct access to technical (e.g. power, networking) features, set within a socially predictable
environment  (e.g. dominant language, digital media literacy skills, risk of vandalism).
Considerations. Grounding our convenience sample within the field of HCI, most interfaces inherently
tackled a technological rather than placemaking focus. In the future, however, we propose that placemaking
interfaces should be: 1) solely managed by stakeholders outside of the participation process itself, i.e.
forcing the researcher “out” of the stakeholder model; which also means that 2) all gatekeeping tasks
should become easily accessible by custom interfaces that are intuitively usable to non-expert users. Next
to these necessary software advancements; 3) the hardware of placemaking interfaces should become
sufficiently robust to be  deployed in more challenging environments.

5.3 How Placemaking Interfaces Express Participant Feedback Data.
Table 1 shows that reflection interfaces exclusively display textual or visual representations of data, such
as numerical statistics or infographics of demographic data to convey their purpose of triggering
reflections. Therefore, a reflection interface is ideal to convey a holistic overview of local sentiments, as its
visualizations are able to objectively summarize all submitted opinions without the need for deliberate
moderation. Yet at the same time, data always forms a limited picture of reality, as it tends to capture
environmental phenomena as discrete measurements that might be experienced differently by participants.
Similarly, feedback in the form of data often limits the potential needs, sentiments and opinions of
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participants into simplistic multiple-choice options that not even necessarily accurately correspond to how
people feel.
Narrative. Communication and inquiry interfaces provide, capture or convey narratives via different forms
of audio-visual media, including audio, video, photo and text. Here, participant feedback can consist of
more open-ended and qualitative contributions, which contextualize local opinions in more subjective
terms. The opportunities and challenges of this qualitative characteristic is perhaps most exemplified in the
case of tangible inquiry interfaces, where feedback is translated into meaning which however can only be
fully  comprehended by those who were physically present during its actual construction.
Moderating call to actions. The value of feedback to engage and sustain participation has been
acknowledged in multiple experiments [19, 22, 32]. Conversely, feedback can serve to raise a systems
credibility by confirming participants contribution [33], insofar that its lack [41] caused mistrust with
participants whether or not their vote has been cast. Publicly displaying previous contributions can further
serve as a trigger to engage observers in creating own input [32]. However, in several cases where the
provided data or narrative feedback was used as calls-to-action, the feedback was moderated by other
stakeholders and thus potentially biased.
Considerations. To enable truly ‘democratic’ renditions of placemaking interfaces, we propose to 1)
progress towards more hybrid approaches that exploit the communicative advantages of both data and
narrative. For instance, participants could be educated with calls-to-action that are grounded in local
opinions or trustworthy data measurements of relevant phenomena, to which they can relate their
reflections as more open-ended qualitative contributions. Truly ‘bottom-up’ placemaking interfaces should
then take also into account that 2) the calls-to-action should be treated similarly to the actual reactions that
they generate, as participants should be empowered to choose and moderate them for themselves in
accessible and transparent ways.

5.4 How Placemaking Interfaces can Matter
Placemaking Needs. The deployment of a placemaking interface always requires a negotiation between
the organizing stakeholders and the interface developers (often acting as gatekeepers), at least to determine
its actual suitability to the chosen participation context, and to organize its practical deployment. Vice
versa, as the technology matures specific stakeholders will actively consider deploying a public interface
to help solve particularly challenging participation concerns. Both processes are not well documented,
causing us to doubt that current public interface research might not align well with the real needs of the
placemaking practice.
Challenge. The inquiry interfaces that specifically aim to solve civic purposes, often limit the consultation
to rather shallow participation themes. In effect, we found a tendency towards more open-ended inquiries
(e.g. “What is the dirtiest spot in your neighborhood?” [9], or ”How busy is this place at the moment?”
[8]),  that aim to sustain interest in collecting data, rather than trying to solve a specific local challenge.
Trust. Multiple publications (e.g. [33, 41]) reported on a certain mistrust from participants against
authoritarian consultation. Participants claimed to feel not well represented by local decision makers and
where therefore hesitant to engage, which potentially leads them not to partake in the participation process.
As placemaking interfaces proclaim to empower citizens, they should provide sufficient agency to
participants to codetermine the topics posed for debate.
Empowerment. In fact, only 10 of the reviewed placemaking interfaces were initiated with support of
participants. Of those, most deployments only used participants in rather incidental roles, such as to host
the technology or assess particular study designs [33]. The lack of participant-initiated interface
deployments suggests that they are either not allowed, not aware or not yet fully empowered to deploy
interfaces for  themselves.
Representativeness. The notion of feedback requires participants to perceive the input of others. Yet when
participants are exposed to previous results before interacting, they might be persuaded to align with the
majority, or gain the impression that their participation is futile, particularly when their choice is amongst
the minority [33, 38]. As placemaking interfaces mature to become deployed from explorative to more
decisive
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contexts, a concern will arise that they might be potentially hacked, further decreasing the trust of
participants.
Agency. Few of the publications reported on how the results from the placemaking interfaces were actually
used in the decision making that followed. Offering feedback mechanisms to participants without
acknowledging how and to what extent their contribution is used can potentially lead to a sense of
consultation fatigue [33].
Takeaway. For placemaking interfaces to become a participative method that is equally reliable and
representative as commonly used workshops and online consultations, we believe that: 1) the field should
articulate the qualities of each interface method in relation to actual participation needs; and vice versa 2)
empower participation stakeholders to influence the research agenda of future research towards more
challenging topics. This should allow us to: 3) tackle more challenging participation questions, preferably
by 4) empowering citizens to codetermine the themes that must be tackled; or 5) allowing them to deploy
them by themselves, such as via open source and DIY toolkit approaches. Yet future studies should
establish to what extent the collected contributions, i.e. narratives and data, is 6) truly representative and
trustworthy to base decisions on; insofar that 7) the generated insights and the decisions that followed from
these insights must be provided back to the participants in order to achieve trust that their input was
actually taken into consideration. Being gathered by a public interface, it seems obvious that the same
technological means could be used to disseminate this feedback to the participants.

6 Limitations
A more thorough systematic literature review methodology might have provided more trust in our main
findings, in particular to matters that regard the frequency of some observed phenomena, which could also
be balanced against the estimated quality of each study. Nonetheless, we believe that the narrative review
methodology, supported with all the evidence synthesized in Table 1, provided us with sufficient and
transparent proof to draw valuable conclusions that are relevant for placemaking interfaces in particular,
and perhaps public interface research in general. Due to the inconsistencies in how the publications
reported the actual processes that drove their deployments, we might have misinterpreted some interfaces
to fall within the wrong categories. We note however that our model and its classifications is not
exhaustive nor deterministic but meant as a critical synthesis of the most prevalent stakeholders, their roles
and their  influences in contemporary placemaking interface development.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a narrative review of placemaking interfaces, which enabled us to map out the
most essential information flows between various stakeholders and interface components. Our main factual
findings are summarized and illustrated in a public interface stakeholder relationship model, which could
be used by future researchers and practitioners to identify, analyse and potentially evaluate the more
critical aspects that underlie a placemaking interface. By applying this model to current practices, we
identified three distinctive interface types: reflection, communication and inquiry, by their level of agency
they provide to participants to impact a debate. Through an extensive discussion of the implications of the
model, we revealed various current shortcomings and future challenges in the current practice of
placemaking interfaces. Finally, we proposed a list of considerations for future research trajectories for the
design and deployment of novel systems, in order to democratize the power structures between the
involved stakeholders and open new ways for true bottom up and self-regulatory placemaking initiatives
by way of new types of interfaces.
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